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Part 1. Summary of the argument
• Why constructive?
• A constructive alternative to subjective expected utility

Part 2. Sketch of a historical project
• Are there norms for uncertain reasoning?
• Is subjective expected utility normative?
• If not, how do we justify decision analysis?

Part 3. Savage’s postulates
• Savage’s project
• The problem of small worlds

Part 4. Utility vs goals
• Krantz-Kunreuther on plans and goals
• Dempster-Shafer decision theory
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Part 1. Summary of the argument
• Why “constructive”?
• A constructive alternative
to subjective expected utility
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Part 1. Summary

Why “constructive”?
1. Like probability judgements, decisions can be
based on many arguments. The arguments
must be constructed.
2. Subjective expected utility is only one way to
construct an argument for a decision. So it
should not be regarded as “normative” or
“prescriptive”.
3. Other equally rational modes of construction are
more realistic in their demands for belief and
preference.
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Part 1. Summary

An alternative to subjective expected utility
4. A decision is more than choosing an action. It
mandates a plan. Usually you must decide on a
course of action before completing the plan’s
details.
5. When we do not even know the details of our
action, we can hardly identify its ultimate
consequences.
6. Identifying goals and putting values on them is
sometimes more helpful than identifying
detailed and heterogeneous consequences and
putting utilities on them.
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Part 1. Summary

Some literature relevant to
constructive decision theory
Including…
• older work that informed my own thinking in
the 1970s and 1980s, and
• recent work that gives some indication of
current directions of thought.
I would like to hear about recent work I have missed. S
I have neither written nor taught in this area for nearly
thirty years.
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Part 1. Summary
OLDER WORK

under Uncertainty: Heuristics and
Biases, Science 185 (4157):1124–1131,
1974.

1. Early distinction between descriptive and
recommendatory. Rational behavior,
uncertain prospects, and measurable utility, 6. Of the many books on Bayesian decision
by Jacob Marschak, Econometrica 18:111theory, the one by Keeney and Raiffa may
141, 1950.
be the most clearly constructive. Decisions
with Multiple Objectives, by Ralph L. Keeney
2. Leonard J. Savage’s very influential book,
and Howard Raiffa, Cambridge University
with its distinction between descriptive and
Press, New York, 1993. (First edition was
normative theories of decision. The
published by Wiley, New York, 1976.)
Foundations of Statistics. Wiley, New York,

1954.

7. My own critique of Savage, published thirty
years ago. Savage revisited (with
3. Simon’s introduction of “satisfice”. Rational
discussion), Statistical Science 1(4):463-501,
choice and the structure of the
1986. Discussants were Robyn M. Dawes, A.
environment, Psychological Review
P. Dawid, Peter C. Fishburn, Dennis V.
63(2):129:138, 1956.
Lindley, and John W. Pratt.
4. Another axiomatization. The Foundations of
Decision Under Uncertainty: An Elementary 8. Introduction of the term “prescriptive” as
complement to “normative”. Decision
Exposition, by John W. Pratt, Howard Raiffa
Making: Descriptive, Normative, and
and Robert Schlaifer. Journal of the
Prescriptive Interactions, edited by David E.
American Statistical Association
Bell, Howard Raiffa, and Amos Tversky,
59(306):353-375, 1964.
Cambridge, 1988.
5. Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman’s work
on heuristics is widely celebrated. Judgment
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Part 1. Summary

MORE RECENT WORK
1. Reason-based choice, by Eldar Shafir,
Itamar Simonson, Amos Tversky, Cognition 4.
(1993) 49:11-36.
2. Extreme normative Bayesianism has
become increasingly entrenched in
economics over the past three decades, in
spite of vigorous critiques. This article by
three economists again challenges its
5.
assumptions. Rationality of belief or: why
savage’s axioms are neither necessary nor
sufficient for rationality, by Itzhak Gilboa,
Andrew Postlewaite, and David
Schmeidler, Synthese (2012) 187:11–31.
DOI 10.1007/s11229-011-0034-2
3. Gerd Gigerenzer, long an advocate of the
effectiveness of heuristics, now argues
6.
that rationality sometimes requires them.
Making heuristics part of the definition of
rationality: How (far) can rationality be
naturalized? By Gerd Gigerenzer · Thomas

Sturm, Synthese (2012) 187:243–268. DOI
10.1007/s11229-011-0030-6

Biases found by prospect theory are due
to underestimation of rare events from
statistics. The psychology and rationality
of decisions from experience, by Ralph
Hertwig, Synthese (2012) 187:269–292.
DOI 10.1007/s11229-011-0024-4
More and more philosophers are
sympathetic to the argument that
rationality may require indeterminate
probabilities. Rationality and
indeterminate probabilities. Alan Hájek ·
Michael Smithson, Synthese (2012)
187:33–48. DOI 10.1007/s11229-0110033-3
Behavioral decision research: A
constructive processing perspective, by
John W. Paynes, James R. Bettman, and
Eric J. Johnson. Annual Review of
Psychology 43:87:131. 1992
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Part 2. Sketch of a historical project
• Are there norms for uncertain reasoning?
• Is subjective expected utility normative?
• If not, how do we justify decision analysis?
The history of these questions in the 20th century—how they
were asked and answered—merits more attention.

Howard Raiffa
Born 1924

John W. Pratt
Born 1931

Ralph Keeney
Born 1944
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Part 2. Historical sketch

Before the 20th century, the fact-value distinction was not
fundamental in the theory of argument and deliberation. ??
Artistotle’s three means of persuasion:
1. Logos – argument from reason
2. Pathos – emotional appeal
3. Ethos – enlisting listeners’ trust

Benjamin Franklin’s prescription for deliberation:
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Part 2. Historical sketch

Mid-Twentieth Century
• 1926: Frank Plumpton Ramsey argued that the
probability calculus can be interpreted as a “calculus of
consistent partial belief” and connected the partial
beliefs to action via subjective expected utility.

• 1950: Jacob Marschak distinguished between
descriptive and recommendatory aspects of subjective
expected utility.
• 1954: Jimmie Savage introduced his distinction
between the empirical and normative interpretations
of axioms for subjective probability.
• 1956: Herbert Simon introduced the term satisfice.
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Part 2. Historical sketch

Mid-Twentieth Century
• Howard Raiffa, 1961: …Savage's theory is not a descriptive or
predictive theory of behavior. It is a theory which purports to
advise any one of its believers how he should behave in
complicated situations, provided he can make choices in a
coherent manner in relatively simple, uncomplicated
situations.
• Early 1970s: Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman popularized
study of the heuristics that diverge from probability theory.
• 1976: Ralph Keeney and Howard Raiffa publish book on
Bayesian decision analysis with very constructive flavor.
Decisions with Multiple Objectives
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Part 2. Historical sketch

For Raiffa and colleagues, subjective expected
utility was constructive but still normative.
Pratt, Raiffa, and Schlaifer, 1964:
… if the decision maker is willing (1)
to scale his preferences for the
possible consequences and his
judgments concerning the possible
events in a manner to be described in
a moment, and (2) to accept two
simple principles of consistent
behavior, then it is possible by
straightforward calculation to
determine which of the acts he should
choose in order to be consistent, in the
sense of these principles, with his own
preferences and judgment.

…we have first of all avoided any
reference to the behavior of idealized

decision makers all of whose acts are
perfectly self-consistent; instead, we
have taken a strictly "constructive"
approach to the problem of analyzing
a single problem of decision under
uncertainty, hoping thereby to dispel
such apparently common
misconceptions as that a utility
function and a system of judgmental
probabilities necessarily exist without
conscious effort, or that they can be
discovered only by learning how the
decision maker would make a very
large number of decisions.
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Part 2. Historical sketch

And they still sounded dogmatic to me…
Pratt, 1986 (in response to Shafer):

…If your procedures or decisions or feelings are
intransitive or otherwise discordant with
subjective expected utility, they are incoherent,
“irrational,” or whatever you want to call it, and
trying to justify them as coherent or find other
rationalities is a waste of time.
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Part 2. Historical sketch

Since the 1980s
1. 1986: My own critique of Savage. Savage revisited (with discussion), Statistical
Science 1(4):463-501, 1986. Discussants were Robyn M. Dawes, A. P. Dawid, Peter
C. Fishburn, Dennis V. Lindley, and John W. Pratt.
2. 1988: Raiffa and Tversky promoted “prescriptive” as complement to “normative”.
Decision Making: Descriptive, Normative, and Prescriptive Interactions, edited by
David E. Bell, Howard Raiffa, and Amos Tversky, Cambridge, 1988.
3. 1990s: Limited traction among psychologists for “constructive” as alternative to
“normative”.
4. Since 1990s: Gerd Gigerenzer has effectively promoted thesis that heuristics are
often the best decision aids, better than subjective expected utility.
5. Since 1980s: In spite of vigorous dissent, economics has become dominated by
the assumption that the economy is directed by known probabilities.
6. In 2000s: Increasing interest among psychologists and computer scientists in a
concept of rationality broad enough to accommodate imprecise probabilities.
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Part 3. Savage’s postulates
1944: von Neuman and Morgenstern
Postulates for preferences across lotteries



utilities that make the preferences agree
with expected utility.

1954: Savage
Postulates for preferences across acts with
uncertain outcomes



Leonard Jimmie Savage
1917-1971

utilities and subjective probabilities that
make the preferences agree with
subjective expected utility.
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Part 3. Savage’s postulates

States, Acts, and Consequences

S = states
C = consequences
F = acts

An act is a mapping from
states to consequences.
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Part 3. Savage’s postulates

S = states
C = consequences
F = acts

An act is a mapping from
states to consequences.

Available acts

Savage asks you to rank all 36 acts in F, not such the 3 available ones.
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Part 3. Savage’s postulates

The four substantive postulates
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Part 3. Savage’s postulates

MORE PRECISELY:

PART (ii) is unreasonable.
It says you should be indifferent if you are undecided.
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Part 3. Savage’s postulates

This echoes de Finetti.
Along with many others, I do not agree that people have such
rankings or that rationality demands them.
Calling a lack of preference between f and g “indifference” is
rhetorically effective but misleading. Perfect indifference is
surely transitive. Lack of preference is usually not transitive.
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Part 3. Savage’s postulates

Savage declared his postulates so obviously necessary for rationality
that we should accept their implication: subjective expected utility.
Non-believers often perceive the opposite. The postulates are
harder to understand and less immediately appealing than
subjective expected utility itself.
The disagreement begins with Postulate 1. As Jacob Wolfowitz said,
why do you need to rank all possible actions in order to choose the
one you like best?
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Part 3. Savage’s postulates

Often called the independence postulate.
Challenged by Maurice Allais in 1953, before Savage’s book
appeared.
Fails because the values on states where the two acts agree
may be relevant to the formation of goals.
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Part 3. Savage’s postulates

How I might violate the
postulate

Play it safe.
Cheese for lunch.

I risk illness in any case.
Go for the outstanding
sausage experience.

Play it safe.
Cheese for lunch.
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Part 3. Savage’s postulates

Postulate 3 can fail if consequences
and states are not sufficiently detailed.
Here is Savage’s picnic example.
The possible failure is Savage’s
problem of small worlds.
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Part 3. Savage’s postulates

EVER DEEPER ANALYSIS…
STATE SPACE

CONSEQUENCES

WHY MY BELIEFS STILL INFLUENCE
MY PREFERENCES

what I will own

tennis racket,
bathing suit

Picnic at beach or at park?

my activity at picnic

degrees of enjoyment of
picnic

Does Sally play tennis?

…and with whom

degrees of enjoyment of
activities and companion

Why do I enjoy Sally’s company?

…and what next

enjoyment of picnic and
aftermath

Why do I feel that way with Sally?
What are my real goals?

…and who I marry

enjoyment of picnic and
matrimony

Does she want children?

…and how many
kids

enjoyment of picnic and
future family

How will the kids turn out?

In the limit, Savage said, we will find consequences that we can
evaluate independently of our uncertain beliefs.
REALLY?
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Part 3. Savage’s postulates

The possible failure of this postulate is Savage’s problem of
small worlds.
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Part 3. Savage’s postulates

Because your preferences are now pure, uncontaminated by
belief, I can use them to deduce what you do believe.
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Part 4. Utility vs goals
• Krantz and Kunreuther
• Dempster-Shafer decision theory

David H. Krantz
Born 1938

Howard Kunreuther
Born 1938

Arthur P. Dempster
Born 1929
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Part 4. Utility vs goals

Pursuing utility

Pursuing goals
(Krantz & Kunreuther)
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Part 4. Utility vs goals

Pursuing goals
(Krantz & Kunreuther)
Krantz and Kunreuther say
“plan” instead of “strategy” n
to avoid the suggestion that
the plan is complete, telling us
what to do in every
contingency.

This is only one way of
combining the value and
uncertainty assessments.
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Part 4. Utility vs goals

Pursuing utility

Pursuing goals

ASSESSMENT OF UNCERTAINTY
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Part 4. Utility vs goals

Pursuing utility

Pursuing goals

ASSESSMENT OF VALUE
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Example: Whether to purchase flood insurance.
Uncertainty already assessed. Now assess utilities or values.

Part 4. Utility vs goals

Pursuing utility
Probabilities of events

What is the utility
of this outcome,
for example?

What is the value of this
goal, for example?

Pursuing goals

Simlilar
probabilities
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Part 4. Utility vs goals

Example: Whether to purchase flood insurance.

Pursuing utility

What is the utility
of this outcome,
for example?

Preferences are constructed, not revealed, and
heterogeneous goals make their construction difficult.
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